
STM32 Development with CubeMX and Eclipse

Thrifty 
& Nifty
The diverse family of STM32 chips from STMicroelectronics are based 

on a 32 bit ARM processor core. The chips are economical, energy 

efficient, and suitable for a large variety of projects. This article 

examines how the STM32 has developed, particularly under Linux.

By Dr. Rüdiger Knörig

The number of lists increases consider-
ably due to the greater functionality.

The more complex internal structures 
also have an impact on the programming 
interface. For example, there are numer-
ous functional units connected using 
bus bars. Some of these units run with a 
much lower clock rate than the proces-
sor core. For instance there’s a special 
list for GPIOs, allowing you to set and 
switch individual bits. This in turn pre-
vents read-mod- ify-write access.

The industry has agreed 
upon uniform program-
ming interfaces like 
CMSIS for ARM based 
micro controllers, 
which are de-
signed for 
standard lan-
guages. Once 
you’re familiar 
with an interface, you 
can apply this knowledge 
to 

another 
manufac-
turer’s con- troller.

This means for example, 
that programs can be ex-

The 32 Bit micro controllers of 
the STM32 product line have a 
small price tag and exceptional 
performance capabilities. For 

example, if you go to Amazon’s Chinese 
competitor AliExpress, you will find the 
STM32F0F4P6 chip clocked at 48 MHz in 
a solder-ready TSOP package for about 
40 cents. For just under US $2.50 , you 
will also find the STM32F103C8T6 in the 
form of a compact, Arduino Nano-like 
module. This chip is clocked at a maxi-
mum of 72 MHz and is equipped with 
USB and CAN support. This very low 
price tag even includes the costs of de-
livery

This chip has an additional advantage 
over the widely distributed 8 bit micro-
controllers in its SWD programming in-
terface. This interface requires just three 
wires for data, clock rate, grounding and 
if necessary the supply voltage. It also 
lets you code and test programs easily 
with the GNU debugger project GDB. 
Programming adapters are also cheap. 
AliExpress sells the STLink V2 compati-
ble adapter as a USB stick for under 
US$3.00.

The hurdles for getting started with 
this chip are higher than with the Ardu-
ino, though. In particular, mobile de-
vices require limited power, meaning 
you must first activate any components 
being used such as GPIOs or an A/ D 
converter to supply them with current. 
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gram configures all of the resources 
graphically and then creates a C program 
project together with the necessary ini-
tialization.

Even so, CubeMX only creates projects 
for commercial development environ-
ments. This article describes how you 
use this program in order to create and 
program a project for Eclipse, and then 
debug it with OpenOCD.

Programs & Devices
The STM32VTL Discovery Evaluation 
Platform is the target platform. It’s 
available from numerous online stores. 
Alternatively, you can order an ST-
LinkV2 programming adapter directly 
from China on AliExpress for about US$ 
2.50  and an STM32F103C8T6 board for 
around US$2.00 .

If you first want to try and get by 
without buying any new hardware, you 
can use QEMU emulator to carry out 

changed between STM32Fx controllers 
without the need for making significant 
changes to the source text. There is also 
a great deal of physical compatibility. As 
a result, an STM32F103C8 has connec-
tive compatibility with an ST-
M32F105C8. Previously, the STM32 Stan-
dard peripheral library comprised only a 
uniform abstraction layer. This is sup-
posed to be replaced by the HAL library 
or Hardware Abstraction Layer in the 
near future.

The controllers offer a relatively large 
number of settings for the clock rate 
source. This is necessary because cer-
tain functional units like the USB inter-
face or the A/ D converter require input 
clock rates with fairly exacting specifica-
tions. In order to save the user the effort 
of engaging in complicated planning, ST 
offers the program CubeMX. This pro-

Figure 1: Connect the STM32F103C8T6 module to the programming adapter.

The abbreviation CMSIS stands for Cortex Mi-

crocontroller Software Interface Standard. It is 

applied across manufacturers to cortex M pro-

cessors.

CMSIS

ATTRSidVendor=="0483", 

ATTRSidProduct=="3744", MODE="0666"

LISTING 1: 99-stlink.rules
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these instructions [1]. You will also need 
a USB serial adapter based on something 
like FT232. If you’re a Linux user check 
carefully to make sure your chip is sup-
ported.

software
On the application side, you will need 
the arm-none-eabi development tools for 
GCC (Version 4.9+) and GDB. Linux 
users can typically install both of these 
with their package manager. These tools 
are also available for other systems on 
the project page [2]. The website for 
GNU ARM Eclipse [3] provides a de-
scription of how to install the tools on 
common operating systems.

For purposes of this article, we are 
working with an automatically gener-
ated makefile. Therefore, in spite of the 
recommendation at the end of these in-
structions, make sure you are able to 
call the compiler from the shell with

arm‑none‑eabi‑gcc

If you are unable to do so, then modify 
either the $PATH variable or, in each 
case, the relevant makefile.

You will need Git and Python (for the 
converter), a Java runtime environment 
(for CubeMX and Eclipse), OpenOCD, 
Eclipse 4.5+ with a CDT plugin already 
installed. If you’re using a serial inter-
face, you’ll also need a program for this 
such as Gtkterm or Screen.

The following steps describe installing 
a development environment, focusing on 
Linux. These steps include installing the 
STLink adapter and then configuring it 
for Udev. To do this, set up a /etc/ udev/ 
rules.d/ 99-stlink.rules file with adminis-
trative rights and suitable Udev rules 
(Listing 1). Have the system read these 
as shown in Listing 2.

Using oPenocD
Next, plug in the STLink adapter to a 
USB port on the computer. Since the Dis-

covery board combines an STLink 
adapter with a controller module, this 
should be easy to reach via a USB jack. 
First, test whether the system recognizes 
the adapter. To run this test under 
Linux, use the commands lsusb or 
dmesg. In Windows, use the device man-
ager to figure out whether the adapter is 
present.

After doing this, monitor the connec-
tion using OpenOCD. The Open On-chip 
Debugger requires a configuration script 
for accurate control. When a system 
wide Linux installation is involved, the 
Discovery Board script stm32vldiscovery.
cfg is ordinarily located in in the folder /
usr/ share/ openocd/ scripts/ board. By way 
of example, you could then use the com-
mands from Listing 3 in order to test the 
Discovery board.

setting UP cUbemX
It is very easy to set up CubeMX under 
Linux. After registering at GET SOFT-
WARE on the project page  [4], you can 
download and extract a ZIP file. After, 
you’ve done this run the installation as-
sistant with

SetupSTM32CubeMX‑<Version>.linux

Since CubeMX only creates projects for 
commercial development environments, 
you will need a converter for Eclipse. 
One such program is available  [5] from 
Baoshi Zhu’s Github account. It’s coded 
in Python, so is platform independent 
too. Download it onto your computer 
with

$ git clone https://github.com/U
baoshi/CubeMX2Makefile

You may find that you need to install the 
Git client in order to be able to down-
load.

The final component you will need is 
the GNU ARM plugin for Eclipse. You can 
get this from the project updates 
page [6]. Install it in the development 

$ sudo udevadm control ‑‑reload‑rules

$ sudo udevadm trigger

LISTING 2: Loading udev rules

$ cd /usr/share/openocd/scripts/board

$ openocd ‑f stm32vldiscovery.cfg

LISTING 3: stm32vldiscovery.cfg

source [find interface/stlink‑v2.cfg]

transport select hla_swd

set WORKAREASIZE 0x2000

source [find target/stm32f1x.cfg]

reset_config none

LISTING 4: STM32F103C8T6.cfg
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series, STM32F100 value line). You’ll 
also learn that the module has two LEDs 
PC8 (blue) and PC9 (green) as well as a 
button that is connected to PA0.

After you’ve selected the model, 
CubeMX downloads libraries as needed 
from the Internet. The program then 
shows something like what you can see 
in Figure 2. You will find yourself in the 
Pinout tab. Here you will see the chip 
and its connections to the right. To the 
left, the program itemizes the resources 
for the controller in a list arranged ac-
cording to functionalities.

Set up the corresponding configuration 
files (Listings 4 and  5) for the STM 
modules STM32F103C8T6 or ST-
M32F030F4P6. Copy these to the board 
folder already created by the system. If 
you do not have the necessary adminis-
trative rights, you will need to specify 
the complete path to the relevant file 
when calling OpenOCD.

Finally, connect the GND, +3.3 V, 
SWDIO (Data) and SWCLK to the corre-
sponding pins on the STM32F103C8T6 
module (Figure 1).

In order to configure a connection as 
an output switch for an LED, click with 
the left mouse button on the right in 
chip view, (for example on the PC8 con-
nection). Next, select GPIO Output from 
the popup menu. CubeMX then high-
lights the connection as allocated in 
green and also marks it as set. If you 
want to reverse this operation, select the 
menu entry Reset state.

Now configure PA0 as GPIO Input and 
PA1 as ADC_IN1. In the list in the left 
column you’ll see the resources ADC1 
and SYS marked as allocated and carry-
ing a yellow warning triangle. When you 
move the mouse over the ADC1 entry, a 
help notification appears explaining the 
reason for the warning: PA0 is no longer 
available for A/ D conversion since it has 
been defined as a logic level input.

Now select the USART1 entry in the 
resource view and switch the mode from 
Disabled to Asynchronous. Then in the 
indicator, CubeMX marks the required 
connections (RX and TX) as allocated. If 
you move the mouse cursor over one of 

environment clicking on Help | Install | 
New Software | Add. You may find it 
helpful to work through the online tuto-
rial for this plugin.

first stePs
Now you can begin with a simple pro-
gram for the STM32. This is done by first 
calling CubeMX once and selecting the 
option New Project on the home page. 
Next select the controller to be used. In 
order to make the selection easier, filter 
the list in the upper most line according 
to the relevant model lines or search for 
the necessary peripherals using the set-
tings in the left hand column.

For the STM32F103C8T6 module, se-
lect the STM32F1 series in the topmost 
line under Series and refine the selection 
to the STM32F103 Line. Afterwards the 
desired selection STM32F103C8Tx ap-
pears at the far right.

The manual (STM document UM0919) 
explains that the STM32VLDiscovery in-
volves an STM32F100RBT6B (STM32F1 

Figure 2: CubeMX with the Discovery Board pin allocation.

source [find interface/stlink‑v2.cfg]

set WORKAREASIZE 0x1000

source [find target/stm32f0x_stlink.cfg]

reset_config none

LISTING 5: STM32F030F4P6.cfg

$ cd </path/to/converter>

$ ./CubeMX2Makefile.py </path/to/project>

LISTING 6: Running 
CubeMX2Makefile.py
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these connections, the popup menu will 
tell you that alternative allocations exist 
for these functions. If you also press 
[Ctrl] and click again on the connection, 
the alternative allocations will appear 
highlighted in blue. In order to change 
to an alternative allocation, press the 
mouse button and drag the functions to 
the new connection.

In order to configure the serial inter-
face, select the Configuration tab. Click 
on the USART1 button. Using the dialog 
that then appears, configure the baud 
rate as well as other parameters for the 
interface in the Parameter Settings tab. 
Now set up the support for interrupts 
(NVIC) and DMA in other tabs. Next 
confirm the dialog and select the ADC1 
button. This button lets you activate the 
Continuous Conversion Mode.

Now switch to the Clock Configuration 
tab which indicates the clock rate distri-
bution system. At first, the system gov-
erns all of the clock rates from the inter-
nal 8 MHz RC Oscillator (HSI). Next you 
will need to select HSE (High Speed Ex-
ternal) as the clock rate since the 
VL Discovery and the STM32F103C8T6 
module both have an 8 MHz crystal os-
cillator. This setting is grayed out 
though, so it can’t be activated. Go back 
to the Pinout tab and select the RCC 
entry from the left hand column. In the 
roll down menu, you can now change 
the setting for HSE from Disabled to 
Crystal/ Ceramic Resonator.

Switch back to the Clock Configuration 
tab. The system clock rate for the cortex 

CPU core FCLK can now be changed to 
24 MHz. After this, the program will re-
compute the corresponding settings. You 
can now convert the PLL source Mux to 
HSE. This causes CubeMX to mark the 
derived rates that cannot be used in red. 
Resolve these conflicts simply by click-
ing once on the Resolve Clock Issues in 
the tool bar.

Now save the project, preferably in a 
sub-directory in an Eclipse work area. 
This area can also be used later if you 
want to create a C project. Switch back 
to the Configuration tab and select the 
Generate source code based on user set-
tings option from the tool bar. From 
here, select the SW4STM32 option as a 
Toolchain in the Project tab.

Look at the settings in the Code Genera-
tor tab. The setting at the very top is es-
pecially interesting. It is used to specify 
whether the required libraries end up as 
a reference or a copy in the project that is 
created. Pay attention to the options 
under HAL settings. The Enable full as-
sert setting turns on large numbers of run 
time tests. When these are damaged, the 
program will lapse into an endless loop. 
The parameters for this loop will be the 
location of the damage exception.

Figure 3: Using the import dialog in Eclipse to import your makefile.

.

.

.

/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */

unsigned int delayInMilliSeconds;

while (1) {

  // Push the PA0 Button

  de layInMilliSeconds=HAL_GPIO_
ReadPin(GPIOA, GPIO_PIN_0) ? 500 : 100;

  // Switch on PC8 (green LED)

  HAL_GPIO_TogglePin(GPIOC, GPIO_PIN_8);

  HAL_Delay(delayInMilliSeconds);

}

/* USER CODE END 3 */

.

.

.

LISTING 7: Test Fragment
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Import option from the menu in the de-
velopment environment, open the C/ 
C++ section in the dialog, and click on 
Existing Code as Makefile project. Click 
Next. From here, use the Browse button 
to search for the folder to find the make-
file you generated earlier. Select the 
Cross ARM toolchain option below for 
the indexer (Figure 3). Finish the import 
with Finish.

At this point Eclipse will create a C/ 
C++ project. The main.c is located in 
the sub-folder Src/ . The main() function 
contained in this sub folder begins the 
process of initializing the controller with 
function calls and ends with an empty 
endless loop. Tutorials with the info re-
quired to carry out the initialization are 
available from Embedded Lab [7] or 
from Geoffrey Brown’s e-book [8].

At first glance, you will see that there 
are numerous comments in the project. 
They divide the entire file into sections. 
Try to keep as many of these comments 
as possible for later modifications to 
CubeMX. Your changes should only be 
made in the areas marked with USER 
CODE. If you want to perform testing, you 
can use the program fragment from List-
ing 7. insert it in the main.c between the 
comments USER CODE BEGIN WHILE and 
USER CODE END 3 where it will replace the 
endless loop found there.

During testing, we found that we still 
needed to correct the setting for make. To 
make the correction, use the right mouse 
button to call the project context menu 
in the Project Explorer and select the 
Properties entry. From there, switch to 
the C/ C++ Build rubric and, in the dia-
log, remove the check mark from use de-
fault build command. Afterwards at the 
build command option, you can enter ei-
ther the path to the make program (Win-
dows) or just make.

Compile the program by clicking on 
the hammer icon or by calling Project | 
Build All. Check the project again in the 
Project Explorer. Next, select the option 
Run | Debug Configurations from the 
menu. In the dialog that appears, check 
GDB OpenOCD debugging in the list to 
the left. Now you can create a new con-
figuration with a single click on the New 
icon.

To the right choose the Debugger tab 
and enter the parameters under Config 
options:. These parameters should be 
the same as those that you specified in 

After confirming the dialog now switch 
into a terminal window where you start 
converting the project that has been cre-
ated into a makefile project (Listing 6).

ecliPse
You now need to import your project 
into Eclipse. To do this select the File | 

Figure 4: You can view information on program progress with the debugger.

.

.

.

/* USER CODE BEGIN PFP */

/* Private function prototypes ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑*/

int _write(int file, char *ptr, int len) {

  if(HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart1,(uint8_t *) ptr,len,1000)==HAL_OK) {

  return len;

  }

  else {

  return ‑1;

  }

}

int _read(int file, char *ptr, int len) {

  if(HAL_UART_Receive_IT(&huart1,(uint8_t *) ptr,len)==HAL_OK) {

  return len;

  }

  else {

  return ‑1;

  }

}

/* USER CODE END PFP */

.

.

.

LISTING 8: HAL_UART Fragment
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conclUsion
This article provides a quick introduction 
to the fascinating world of the STM32 
micro controller. If your interest has been 
piqued, you can learn more by going 
through the examples and documentation 
we’ve listed. lll

OpenOCD during testing (Figure 4). 
make sure that the correct GDB call ap-
pears in the GDB client Setup under Exe-
cutable:. Confirm the dialog with Debug.
Eclipse will change to Debug view and 
wait on executing the program at 
HALInit().

The program can now be executed step 
by step. As soon soon as the execution 
reaches the conditional allocation of the 
variables delayInMilliSeconds, hold the 
mouse cursor for a few moments over 
the names of the variables. The context 
menu that opens gives you information 
about, among other things, the current 
value for the variables.

Next run the program using the green 
right arrow in the tool bar, and push the 
button on PA0. On the Discovery board 
this button will be blue. The frequency 
for the blinking should then decrease. 
The Hal library functions used in the 
program are explained in the API docu-
mentation for the HAL library  [9].

comPleX Programs
In the next step, you see a more complex 
example with A/ D conversion and output 
on the serial interface. The STM32F0-
UART-Tutorial [10] provides help here in 
controlling the serial interface and also 
guidance for STM32-ADC [11]. Information 
on using the A/ D converter can be found 
in the visual GDB tutorial for UART [12].

The first thing to do is build a bridge be-
tween the HAL functions for controlling 
the serial interface, here in simple polling 
mode, and the C standard library. You will 
also need to implement the _read and _
write functions for the input and output of 
characters. This should be done according 
to the Visual GDB tutorials for A/ D.

Add the source text from Listing 8 to the 
relevant comment area. Afterwards, save 
the actual program according to the steps 
in Listing 9. It asks for an A/ D conversion 
value by means of simple polling. It then 
outputs the value, together with the 
throughput number, as a conversion to the 
voltage value.

The serial interface must be connected at 
least to PA9 with grounding and the RxD 
connection for testing purposes. Start the 
Terminal program and set the baud rate you 
configured. If you want to vary the input 
voltage of the A/ D converter, you could for 
example, use the middle tap to connect a 
Potentiometer with PA1. Make sure that it 
only connects to 3.3 V and ground.

1]  QEMU-Plugin for Eclipse: http://  gnuarmeclipse.  github.  io/  debug/  qemu/

[2]  Toolchain, Arm-none-eabi: https://  launchpad.  net/  gcc‑arm‑embedded/  +download

[3]  Instructions for Installation: http://  gnuarmeclipse.  github.  io/  toolchain/  install/

[4]  Downloading CubeMX: http://  www.  st.  com/  stm32cube#  getsoftware‑scroll

[5]  STM32CubeMX to Makefile: https://  github.  com/  baoshi/  CubeMX2Makefile

[6]  GNU ARM Eclipse: http://  gnuarmeclipse.  sourceforge.  net/  updates

[7]  Embedded Lab STM32-Tutorial: http://  embedded‑lab.  com/  blog/  stm32‑tutorials/

[8]  “Discovering the STM32 Microcontroller”:  

http://  www.  cs.  indiana.  edu/  ~geobrown/  book.  pdf

[9]  API Documentation for the HAL Library: http://  www.  wsn.  agh.  edu.  pl/  download/ 

 public/  halfred/  0.  4.  0/  doc/  group__hal__gpio.  html

[10]  STM32F0 UART Tutorial 5: http://  letanphuc.  net/  2015/  09/  stm32f0‑uart‑tutorial‑5/

[11]  VisualGDB Tutorial on UART: http://  visualgdb.  com/  tutorials/  arm/  stm32/  uart/

[12]  VisualGDB Tutorial on A/ D: http://  visualgdb.  com/  tutorials/  arm/  stm32/  adc/

INFO

.

.

.

/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */

unsigned int counter=0;

const unsigned int Nbit=12;

unsigned int quantIndex;

unsigned int voltageInMilliVolt;

if(HAL_ADC_Start(&hadc1) != HAL_OK) {

  puts("ADC: Initialisation error!");

  while(1) {}

}

while (1) {

  if(HAL_ADC_PollForConversion(&hadc1,100000) != HAL_OK) {

  puts("ADC: conversion error!\r\n");

  }

  else {

  quantIndex=HAL_ADC_GetValue(&hadc1);

  voltageinMilliVolt=(quantIndex*3300) >> Nbit;

  printf("Throughput %u: Index %u ‑> %d.%03d V\r\n“, ++counter, quantIndex, 
voltageInMilliVolt / 1000, voltageInMilliVolt % 1000);

  }

}

/* USER CODE END 3 */

.

.

.

LISTING 9: HAL_ADC Fragment
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